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DEDICATION

For Eamon, Lucias and Louis Ovila – the next generation

“The science of yoga is quite simply
the science of being in perfect alignment;

 in absolute harmony; in complete sync with existence.” 

—Sadhguru

“If every 8-year-old in the world is taught meditation, 
we will eliminate violence from the world

within one generation.” 

—The Dalai Lama
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THE BANYAN 
TREE CLUB

In the middle of a boundless sea

Lives the sublime State of Equanimity

So many intriguing sights to see

Including an upside-down Banyan Tree!

If this sparks your curiosity

Read on to explore this mystery.
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Equanimity is neither thought nor emotion

It’s calmness as deep as a bottomless ocean

Nestled in the Banyan’s leafy canopy

Is a village brimming with joviality

Wild and diverse, a tightly-knit hub

Home to Yogis of the Banyan Tree Club.
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Normal is not what you’ll see

Natural’s naturally a more natural way to be

Although strangeness runs supreme

Things are more than what they seem

Yoga inspires the State of Equanimity

By far the village’s hottest commodity.
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